
Prayer from “Feelings Buried Alive Never Die”, by Karol K. Truman 
 
When I address my spirit, I am talking to and instructing no one except my higher self, my intelligence, my spirit. My 
spirit in turn goes to the feeling that has covered the memory of perfection in my DNA, knocks on the door, tells the 
feeling that answers the door that she (my Spirit) has been requested by her body to make some corrections, to clean 
house, to uncover the memory of perfection contained in the cells’ original perfect blueprint; to illuminate the 
distortion and to restore the cells’ perfect function by reprogramming them; To bring harmony and balance back to 
the DNA and RNA.  
 
When I do this, I am being response-able for myself. I am becoming account-able for what I feel and think. I am 
facilitating my own shift, my own transformation. I’m uncovering the memory of perfection in the cells throughout my 
body. The cells then can begin functioning as they were designed to function. The cells can realign themselves to 
become balanced and more in tune with universal laws – with God's laws. If you choose to use the word intelligence, 
subconscious, or higher self instead of spirit in addressing the all-knowing aspect of yourself, the same principles 
apply and the script still works effectively. Please do not allow any words contained within the script to trigger 
discomfort and you. No offense is meant to anyone. 
 
In the name Jesus Christ, spirit, super-conscious, subconscious, conscious, higher self, heart, mind, will, nervous 
system, brain, original intelligence, RNA, DNA, and every genetic anomaly out of alignment with my pattern of 
perfection, please locate the origin of my conscious and subconscious destructive cellular memories which caused 
the incorrect perceptions that created feelings/thoughts/beliefs of ____. 
 
Take each and every level, layer, area, and aspect of my being to these origins. Analyze and resolve them perfectly 
with God the father‘s truth. Come forward through all generations of time and eternity healing every event and its 
appendages based on the origins. Please do it according to God the father‘s will, until I’m at the present filled with 
light and truth, God’s eminence, peace and love, benevolence, forgiveness of myself or my imperfect perceptions, 
having compassion for every person, place, circumstance and event which contributed to any of these destructive 
cellular memories, feelings, Thoughts, or beliefs. 
 
With total forgiveness and unconditional love, I ask that my physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual memory of 
perfection resonate throughout my being.  
 
I choose being     free from financial lack 
I feel                      Same Truth 
I am                       Same Truth 
 
Replace previous feelings/thoughts with the same desired truth on each line. 
 
It is done. It is healed. It is accomplished now!  
 
Thank you all for coming to my aid and working together to help me rid my Being of stress and attain the full measure 
of my creation. Thank you, thank you, thank you! I love and praise God the father from whom all blessings flow. Now, 
all facets of my being, please put the scripting on automatic so it repeats itself throughout each and every cell in fiber 
of my being every half hour of every day for the next 180 days (or however long is best for me) thereby restoring 
perfectly healthy frequencies throughout my being and returning me to my original purpose, power, and 
magnificence! And it is done! 
 
 


